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Abstract
Metal gates of hydraulic structures are supplied with load bearing girders. Girders, crossbeams and gates require much steel when 
being manufactured. Girders of hydraulic gates rational design leads to considerable cost savings. The paper describes steel 
hydraulic girders optimal design. Steel hydraulic girders optimal design is based on the strength theory introduced by M. Huber, 
R. Mises, H. Hencky and on the theory of mirror functions. With the help of out-form volume we can either calculate the optimal 
form for a girder with variable cross-section or the optimal height for a girder of uniform cross-section. The paper introduces 
hydraulic girders calculations according to the authors' methodology.
© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier Ltd.
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Nomenclature 
ݑ௜஍ deformation energy per unit of volume 
[ݑ]஍ deformation energy per unit of volume for direct tension
ߤ Poisson's ratio
ܴ௬ liquid limit of the material
ܧ elastic module
ߪ௜௖ normal stress in i point of the bar
ܸ bar capacity
௜ܰ௖ ,ܯ௜௖ , ௜ܳ௖ internal stress in i point of the bar
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ߙ௜௖ cross-section shape coefficient
ߙ௖ distance from the neutral axis to the outer fiber c of the cross-section
ݎ௖ this cross-section the radius of gyration at bending
ߚ௜௖ cross-section form non-dimensional coefficient in shear
݄ cross-sectional height of the bar
ܨ௜ cross-section area of the bar
݈௜ bar length
1. Introduction
There are several well-known methods of building structures optimal design [1, 2, 5, 6, 10] that can be applied 
while designing building structures cross-beams or girders. In this paper, the authors suggest applying the method of 
optimal design to girders of hydraulic gates.
Steel hydraulic girders optimal design is based on the strength theory introduced by M. Huber, R. Mises, H. 
Hencky [3]. According to this theory, strength in this case is provided on condition that:
(1 + ߤ) ή ܴ௬ଶ/3 ή ܧ (1) (1)
For a plane stress problem, direct stress in i point of the bar can be determined from the formula:
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Specific potential energy of the shape change in i point of the bar is
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As a result of transformations we can introduce a new equation from the strength condition. This equation is 
mathematically determined as non-linear modular form i bar capacity [4-6]:
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Shape coefficients Į i ɢ ȕ i are cross sections accessible characteristics and can be easily derived from gauge 
material or calculated. With given cross-sectional height, cross-section form coefficients Į and ȕ are taken as 
constant.
It makes possible to divide our optimal design problem into two parts: 1) the problem of optimum size defining 
when h=const; 2) the problem of optimum cross-sectional height.
2. Bar optimal design with the use of out-form
For a statically indeterminate bar with uniform cross-section the volume function (determined according to the 
strength condition in i point and with regard to Formulae (3) and (4)) can be presented as it follows:
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In general terms, Formula 5 can be given as 
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Formula 6 is a non-linear modular form [6, 8] as the quadric form under the radical sign is in itself a quadratic 
sum and is absolutely positive. According to [9] quadric form radicals under the radical in the area VI can be only 
imaginary with the minimum Vi min>0, and actual if Vi min=0. Figures 1,2 present a diagram of a modular form of 
statically indeterminate system with either one or two indeterminates.
Fig. 1. Modular form diagram Fig. 2. Surface of modular form volume
Let us present a modular form for each point and every cross-section as well as a corresponding hypersurface. 
When one-dimensional (Fig. 1, 2) they are a line of crosscut hyperboles. There is a multitude Ɏɤ of volume points 
(1, 2, 3)Vik inside every dome-shaped hypersurface which give strength in k point.  For p points at Xj =const4 the 
strength is given by intersection of the sets Ɏ1ŀɎ2ŀ«ŀɎp=ȥ. An explicit equation for a volume value choice can 
be put down as a mathematical unit firstly introduced by Yu. Radtsig [10, 17] and known as volume out-forms. The 
term "out-form" means that the largest surface area is chosen out of the multitude (as Figure 3 shows) with the 
vector certain value:
Fig. 3. Modular form out-form volume diagram
Out-form goes as follows:
V = V1 || V2 || … || Vp (7)
A double-bar here means: or V1, or V2, or V3, or Vɪ (the greatest of them). A double-bar may go horizontally. As 
far as the out-form as an envelope of convex sets intersection, it is also dome-shaped. This characteristic is very 
important when we chose a proper optimization method.  Figure 3 shows that if we need to choose the least volume 
we have to firstly find the minimum out of maximum rating defined by the out-form, that is Vopt=minmax (minimax 
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decision). While sorting parameter values X and calculating the correspondent value of the out-form one can find the 
optimal point. 
If the cross-section is variable along its length (piece-wise variable) it is possible to find an out-form for every 
part of the uniform cross-section (8) in case its height is also permanent. If the bar is statically determinate then 
every k modular form value is static and we need to choose maximum value Vk to find an out-form as there is no 
min choice among max in Xj spacing.
If this statically determinate bar is variable in its cross-section along its length, we can find the optimal shape or 
height for a uniform cross-section bar while using the form coefficient Į and ȕ. For that we need to find the 
dependence Į and ȕ from the cross-sectional height h [8].  If we take I-beams (according to All Union State 
Standard - GOST - 8239-89) and compare all the coefficients Į and ȕ for outer fibers, fibers on flange and wall 
junction and neutral fibers we'll see that there is an approximate hyperbolic dependence between 3 and Į and linear 
dependence between h and ȕ (as Fig. 6 shows). 
Paper [7] introduces statistical research proving that the radius of cross-section gyration of a defined height h-
const in flexural and compressed flexural elements does not depend on their other characteristics if their 
construction and calculation constraints are taken into account. The radius of gyration changes only if cross-
sectional height is changed. We can see almost the same dependence in respect of the width of (flange) section b.
Fig. 4. Dependency diagrams of cross-section form coefficients for I-beams
(according to All Union State Standard (GOST) 8239-89) Įx, Įy , ȕx , ȕy from cross-sectional height h
Cross-section form coefficients for rolled sections, fabricated sections of simple and complex types, U-sections, 
etc can be approximate by functions like the following:
haa /21 +=α hcc ⋅+= 21β (8)
These statistical dependencies here let us define two problems:
1) determining statically determinate bar of a variable cross-section optimal shape;
2) determining statically determinate bar of a uniform cross-section optimal height;
It should be noted that the second problem is a special case for the first one. 
Let us put functions (8) into the strength condition (3). Here we get a modular form of the volume as regard to h
in k point of the bar.
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For a part of the bar with dz length the elementary capacity can be presented as an out-form for n fiber points:
dzhVhVhVhVdV n ||)(......||)(||)(||)(|| 321= (10)
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Double-bar in the out-form here means "or / or" (that is either the figure before the line or the figure after is 
bigger).  The bar capacity with l length and variable cross-section presents an integral:
∫= l n dzVVVVV
0
321 ||......||||||||
(11)
Equation (11) is an integral modular form of a particular type. It cannot be found through elementary functions 
and presents in itself area covered by modular forms maximum ordinates.    It is possible to work out this integral 
form (11) using a numerical method with the help of a PC. We just need to reduce a continual problem to a discreet 
problem while dividing the bar into several parts ǻl separated by cross-sections. 
To make automation of this problem simpler we suggest analyzing it in matrix form. Force matrix here can be 
derived from equations of equilibrium for each i cross-section (i = 1, 2, ..., m). Force matrix-vector consists of 
submatrixes containing bending moments, axial and shearing forces in i cross-section.
)...,,2,1,0(],,.....,,[ 321 miSSSSS m == , (12)
Here:
],,[ iiii QMNS = (13)
Each fiber characteristics are determined by a diagonal matrix Dik (k fiber, i bar) of the following type:
ikik diagD )732.1,,1( βα= (14)
Each i cross-section area is chosen according to the maximum value of out-forms determined for fiber points of 
junction. Area ik in k point of i cross-section possible value can be calculated by the following matrix algorithm:
T
ikikik EDSEDSRF }{(}{/1 11= (15)
In equation (17) E1 is an identity matrix used for other matrixes multiplying:
)1,1,1(1 diagE = (16)
Elements of the possible point values of the matrix can be used to put down the area out-form corresponding to i
cross-section. It is necessary to choose the maximum possible value of he area for every cross-section. It provides 
strength conditions if hj is permanent. Then within the determined minimum discreet cross-section heights hj (j = 1, 
2, ..., d) we find the minimum value among those maximum and find the corresponding height h as function (17)
shows:
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The volume between two cross-sections of the bar can be calculated while multiplying the length and two 
minimax areas half-sum:
௜ܸ  =  ߂݈ ή (ܨ௜ + ܨ௜ + 1)/2 (18)
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Consequently, the volume of all bar is equal to
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(19)
In statically determinate systems force matrix Si can be easily found from equilibrium conditions. In statically 
indeterminate systems though it is not quite easy to calculate the height corresponding to the minimum volume as 
force matrix S is in this case h function, and h is the function of rigidities correlation. Thus, this tasl is non-linear. 
We believe the solution here should be iterational and should present a sequential decision of two simpler tasks:
1) volume miniaturization in spacing Xi when h=const;
2) volume miniaturization of h when xj=const.
3. Conclusion
In real life, the construction also requires the account of the cross-section flanges and walls local buckling 
resistance, bending limitations, limitations connected with width, depth and size unification of flanges and walls. It 
definitely can lower the whole economical effect.  Still if we take all these limitations into consideration, the whole 
effect of steel saving is about 10-20% compared with a girder or a beam with uniform cross-section. So, the solution 
for this problem is quite actual but it requires thorough design of corresponding algorithms and programs.
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